Minutes of the CANR College Curriculum Committee (CCC)
15 Sept 2021
Members Present: Naomi Bailey, George Berghorn, Chris DiFonzo (Sec), Linda Garrow (chair),
Emily Huff, Sasha Kravchenko, Aaron McKim. Ex‐officio: Jim Schneider (UCC), Dorcia Chaison
(CANR Dean’s Office)
Guests (Dept): M. Everett (CSUS); D. Gilstrap & H. Rouached (PSMS) Zsofia Szendrei (ENT)
Meeting began at 11AM via zoom
Action
Agenda Item
Approved
2. Approval of agenda for 15 Sept 2021
* Linda Garrow confirmed as chair
* Chris DiFonzo confirmed as secretary
Approved
3. Approval of minutes from 1 April 2021
none
4. Old Business
5. New Business
Approved
5a. Ag, Food, Natural Resource Education minor - program change
* update of requirements
#15 - Old program courses could be struck thru to show what is changing
#15 new program
- 1. requirements for the MINOR
- 1d should read “One of the following course groupings”

Approved

Is there documentation with College of Education to approve of this program
(should have this for its movement thru UCC)
5b. Environmental Studies and Sustainability BS - program change
#15 Course list - Dorcia with ask Joy Speas how to package old vs new
program for UCC.
#15 in new course list, sometimes you indicate ‘All of the following courses’,
other times ‘All of the following’. Just a bit of clean up.

Approved

#17 simply to “Update course requirements and thematic areas”
5c. CSUS 400 - new course
#1. “New course request to fill a void in Environmental justice”
#4 better SIS title ? ‘Topics Environmental Justice’ (doesn’t cut off last word)
#10 No one will see this, but add spaces in the course objectives.
#22 Correct typos. Also, - do a search for other classes with Env Justice
(James Madison for instance) in topics and address under #20
#22 could add “or approval of department”
#23 Restriction probably not needed as long as the prerequs are met in #22

Approved

5d. CSUS 429 - course change
* simply removes one of the prerequisites
#22 add another scenario, (MTH 103 or [103a + 103b] and MTH 114)

Approved

5e. CSUS 464 - course change
* simply removes one of the prerequisites

Approved

5f. CSUS 465 - course change
* simply removes one of the prerequisites

(defer
approval
via email)

Tabled
Approved

5g. CSUS 474 - course change
Committee suggested making this a new course number. Committee can
approve via email. (keep CSUS 474 as a special topics course?)
#1 Not sure what that means - “Update name, content, and evaluation, to
reflect the current state of nature-based tourism”
#5 shorten? “New: Nature-based tourism as a unique form of tourism.
Environmental, social/cultural, and managerial impacts. Economic and
community development, planning, marketing, management, and
sustainability.“
5h. CSS 485 - new course
Comments sent to Dave Gilstrap in PSMS
5i. ENT 804 - new course
#1 “New course to fill a void in science communications”
#5 cut out “exploration of”. Start with “Topics”.
#5 Comment from committee - the Catalog description only mentions
writing. Broaden description (but keep it short) to include the other topics
mentioned in the meeting and in the outline of topics
#10 & #11 Align both to reflect what is covered in the course. Manuscript
writing, and Grants? (Grants aren’t mentioned in the major topics), Job
interviews, extension pubs and presentations?
#11 correct typos (develop)
#12 complete the reference (year, citation)
#30 Give basis for assessment, e.g. how student performance be judged (for
instance - exams, writing assignments, presentations in class). Also, add %s
for grading of each of these metrics.

Approved

5j. FSC 421
#1 “Update prerequisite”

Approved

5k. FSC 423
#1 “Update prerequisite”

Information

6. UCC Update
** Sept 16 is the first meeting of UCC Sub A

Information

7. Associate Dean’s Comments
** questions about mesh masks
** EASE reports discussion

Meeting adjourned at 12:27
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